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Orwellian doublespeak
Canadian democracy has become a kabuki where democracy is stylized makerbelieve that hide an increasingly authoritarian rule that is communicted in Orwellian
doublespeak. “Jobs, Growth. Prosperity”, says the pamphlet Flaherty holds. But
policies are the opposite:tax cuts, downsizing and austerity. This leads to persistent
high unemployment, slow growth, and prosperity growth confined to small elite at
the top wallowing in conspicuous consumption of socially useless luxuries.

On June 3rd 2011 a page in the senate, Brigitte de Pape, had enough. During the
throne speech, she stepped into to focus of the cameras with a sign: “Stop Harper”.
Afterward she explained her action: "We have to stop [Harper] from wasting billions
on fighter jets, military bases, and corporate tax cuts while cutting social programs
and destroying the climate. Most people in this country know what we need are
green jobs, better medicare, and a healthy environment for future generations."

Harper and Jenni Byrne - times are good when you control everything.

Jenni Byrne, the PMO number two, started out as a teenage reform activist in
Alberta. She was in charge of the last election and is reputed to be preparing for
also running the next. Look forward to a return to dirty tricks. Knowing how
centralized power is in Harper’s goverment, it is hard to believe Harper’s denial of
knowing about past tricks such as the robocalls. However, when dirty tricks in the
planning stage are couched in euphemisms, Harper can deny knowledge of
whatever he is asked about in parliament, since questions inevitably are couched in
vocabulary different from the euphemisms. Of course, that brings us back to the
question of what ‘is’ means. Nonetheless, lies are always lies.

FAQ dirty tricks - what was the ‘robocalls’?

“He, too, got a misdirection call telling him to go to a phoney polling station. At least a hundred people showed
up there and some of them angrily gave up on voting, blaming Elections Canada.” CBC News, Mar 15, 2012.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/misleading-robocalls-went-to-voters-id-d-as-non-tories-1.1160187

"At that point, he told me that my voting location had changed. I said no, it's at the same location it always
is." Bruce then Googled the caller's number and found out it was the Conservative campaign office. Still, she
wanted to be sure. "I called the number back," she says, "and I just got an answering machine message, saying
thank you for calling the Conservative Party." CBC News, Mar 15, 2012.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/misleading-robocalls-went-to-voters-id-d-as-non-tories-1.1160187

"Co-worker on the Burke campaign, Christopher Crawford, overheard a conversation between Sona and
Burke's campaign manager, Ken Morgan.... in which Sona was describing 'how the Americans do politics,' using
the examples of calling non-supporters late at night, pretending to be liberals, or calling electors to tell them
their poll location had changed," the court document says.” Huffington Post, Apr 4. 2012
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/05/04/michael-sona-robocalls-pierre-poutine-guelph_n_1479400.html?utm_hp_ref=robocalls-scandal

“However, “fraud” did occur – particularly in Guelph, Ont. – and targeted people who had previously
expressed an interest in voting for anyone but the Conservatives,” Justice Richard G. Mosley wrote in his
ruling. Globe and Mail , May 23, 2013.
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/federal-ruling-dismisses-robo-call-appeal-clears-tories/article12121319/

Harper was in denial when asked about the robocalls in the Commons: “The Conservative
Party can say absolutely, definitively, it has no role in any of this,”*
A conservative MP, del Mastro, even suggested that the Liberals were behind the calls.
However, looking at this map—which shows where Elections Canada confirmed instances of
misdirection of voters who in previous calls from conservative staffers had identified
themselves as not likely to vote for the conservative—it is clear that effort was widespread
and based on information that only could have come from the conservatives party.
* http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/absolutely-definitely-no-tory-role-in-robo-calls-harper-insists/article550372/

As managing director for Onex,
Canada’s largest equity fund, Nigel
Wright said goodbye to seven figure
income to become Harper’s Chief of
Staff. With this background in the
highest tier of Canada’s financial world,
conflict of interest should have
disqualified him from any government
role. But not in Harper’s world, where a
bias for the economic elite’s interests is
a valued qualification.

Ray Novak - took over Nigel Wrights in the
PMO, after Nigel stumbled over the Duffy
cheque. Novak, as young, lived in Stornoway
with the Harper family for four years. As
Doug Ford puts it: “You can’t teach loyalty.”
The binder he is hugging says ‘Harper
leadership’. But what is leadership?
For Harper, it is misusing his parliamentary
majority to subvert the unwritten rules - and
some of the written too - that used to
protect Canada’s democratic tradition.
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Why does the Westminster style of democracy work so badly? There are many
reasons, a main one being the electoral system that tends to produce majorities
based on minority popular votes, which makes politics under this system a divisive
“winner takes all” game. Everything is staked on getting the majorities and not on
learning how to cooperate with other parties, as it is the name of the game in
proportional voting countries where it is very rare a single party gains a majority.

American gridlock

In United States, the FPTP electoral is also used. However, it has a tri-partite
power division between a directly elected president, and separate systems to elect
the House and the Senate (the latter with a 60 vote filibuster hurdle), which makes
it very difficult for any party to dominate all at will. On the contrary, the problem
in the U.S.–which has inherited the Westminster system’s extreme divisiveness–is
that it often produces gridlock where little gets done.

Meetings in Canada’s House of Commons are often raucous sessions. Question periods tend to
be non-sensical verbal ping-pong from which meaningful information seldom arise

In Westminster democracies with first-past-the-post voting, the governing party
and its opposition typically sit oposite of each other. This causes a atmosphere of
confrontation and divisiveness to be stoked. When coupled with majority rule,
the temptation is to concentrate power in executive institutions outside of the
parliament, and leave committees with little influence on the legislative agenda.

Panoramic picture (which has flattened the semi-circle seating) of Assemble Nationale, Paris, France.

In contrast, countries with proportional voting often adopts semi-circular
seating in parliaments. Cooperation and consensus seeking is much more
pronounced and the legislative agenda tends to originate in parliamentary
committees. Many laws are passed with varying cross-aisle support, and the
Canadian - U.S. use of omnibus bills that limits debate and hide the details of
many provisions in laws are generally unknown.

Sep. 2013. Once again the parliament is empty after Harper prorogued it.

A further step down the democratic slide occurred when Harper in Dec. 2008
discovered that he with impunity could prorogue the parliament (a fine old British
word for closing the doors to the parliament) in order to avoid a governmentending vote of no confidence. Since then, prorogation of parliament has become a
tool of convenienmce for Harper. Of course, with everything crafted outside of
parliamentary institutions in the PMO, and a pliant paliamentary majority that pass
whatever comes out of it, the parliament has anyway lost much of its meaning.

We need to regain real democracy. First step must be to drop the first-pastthe-post electoral system, free ourselves from its undemocratic results, and
switch to some form of proportional voting. But that’s not enough, a second
step must be to develop new institutions that can connect active communities
and grassroot organizations effectively with the democratic process.
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